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Abstract
Estimating the market value of natural capital is largely influenced by
the perception of the environment. Anthropocentric approaches,
particularly the sectoral ones still used today by non-specialists
tributary to conceptions lasting since the 1950’s, made economists
see the environment as an endless resource for human development.
This reasoning – “only money matters” – led to the ecological crisis.
Its first solution, the ‘zero growth’ concept of the Club of Rome,
based on the same model, proved unviable. Later the sustainability
concept embedded the progress of systemic ecology, including the
shift of its object to coupled socio-ecological complexes. Paradigm
changes modified the interpretation of ecological balance, and
implicitly the perception of the relation between socio-economic
development and biodiversity conservation, analyzed finally through
the carrying capacity. The dynamic of this theoretical framework
changed the methods used to find the market value of environmental
goods and services, moving from the money approach (economic) to
the carbon footprint (environmental) and then to ecosystem services
provided by the ecological infrastructure (holistic). Sustainability
must rely on seeing the environment as hierarchy of coupled socioecological systems, and, in practice, impact assessment must look at
the effects of human actions on structural integrity and level of
ecosystem services provided by the ecological infrastructure.
Keywords: holistic approach, carrying capacity, ecological
infrastructure, ecosystem services
1. PERCEPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT: ECOLOGICAL AND
ECONOMIC APPROACHES
The concept of environment was perceived, across the evolution of environmental
sciences, based on two approaches; the anthropocentric model was replaced by
systemic ecology with a holistic one [40]. In the first case, the accent is set on
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humans (individuals or society), and the environment is simply a surrounding
envelope – “surrounding nature including things and beings” [14], endless provider
of resources and absorber of waste. Species are useful or damaging according to
the human interest directed to the domination of nature. This approach resulted
into an uncontrolled development, with negative impacts against the environment.
A particular anthropocentric approach is the sectoral one; the environment consists
of “environmental factors” – water, air, soil, flora and fauna: “all factors, natural or

created by human activities, providing through their interaction for the
maintenance of ecological balance and determining the living conditions of humans
and development of society” [13]. Anthropocentric approaches rely on several

implicit erroneous perceptions: the stock of resources is endless; when the
resources are gone, we will move; the higher the welfare, the better is our life; the
cots of projects depends on the costs of matter, energy and work – only economy
matters; nature must be dominated; new laws and technologies will solve the
environmental crisis; we are superior to the nature and isolated from it; and the
generation of waste through each activity is simply normal [42].
The opposite approach is the holistic one, provided by systemic ecology. The
environment is a hierarchy of organized ecological systems, including the natural
and man-dominated ones. However, the object of ecology shifted from organisms
[24] to ecosystems [57], complexes of ecosystems [63] and finally coupled socioecological complexes [67]. The 1992 United Nations Conference on the
Environment and Development acknowledged that human society is part of the
environment, ethno-cultural diversity is a component of biodiversity, and
environmental quality is a key element of life quality. BSRIA (“The Building
Services Research and Information Association”) proposed an economic approach
based on the existence of four types of capital: natural – granting a market value
to environmental goods and services, including the non-productive ones, such as
biodiversity, beauty of landscape or ecological corridors; man-generated –
buildings, machinery and infrastructure; human – practical knowledge and abilities
of the population; and social – legislative and economic relationships ensuring the
cohesion and stability of society [9]. Generally, authors distinguish: the natural
capital – network of natural systems and anthropized systems resulted from the
simplification and transformation of the first ([63], p. 100), consisting of goods and
services [35], created capital – physical capital, produced by humans [9], social or
institutional capital, and human or cultural capital ([63], p. 132). In the same
context, authors identify a world natural and cultural heritage, and sustainability
policies address the two components together. According to the 1972 Paris World
Heritage Convention, this heritage includes all monuments, produced by man or
natural. The Ouagadougou Francophone Summit (Burkina Faso, 2004) added a
cultural dimension, as cultural diversity is an economic growth factor [29]. Its
recognition in 2010 is the result of an intense lobby from the United Cities and
Local Governments [61]. On a similar note, the 2007 Leipzig Charter of Sustainable
European Cities uses the term ‘Baukultur’ as a sum of cultural, economic,
technological, social and ecological factors influencing the urban planning [62].

2. APPROACHES OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND THE ENVIRONMENT
The dynamic of the relationship between socio-economic and natural systems is
represented in Table 1. The pressures against natural systems result in impacts,
united under the term ‘environmental deterioration’: over-exploitation of resources,
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pollution, loss of biodiversity, introduction of alien species, fragmentation of
habitats, genetic modification, large works on waters etc. ([41], [42]), signaled
first by Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring [11] and then by the 1970’ oil crisis [42].
Table 1. A timeline of the relationships between human society and natural systems.

Moment
Model
Action

Early history
No model
Life in
harmony
with nature

Consequence Low impact
Ecological
approach

None

Industrial
revolution

Oil Crisis, Club of
Rome (1970’s)

No model

Brundtand Report (1988);
UNCED (1992) - present

“Zero growth” strategy
Strict conservation
Deterioration of
(preservation) of
the natural capital
biodiversity
Reduction of goods Development would
and services
stop

Sustainable development
Conservation, impact
assessment, restoration,
internalization of externalities
Co-development of natural
systems and human society

Anthropocentric

Holistic

Anthropocentric

The first answer to the crisis belongs to the Club of Rome, which proposed the
‘zero growth strategy’ stopping both development and its impacts [33]. Since the
solution was not viable, searches continued, focusing on a change of conscience
and ethics ([31], p. 176), technological solutions [53], a new view of megalopolises
[15], or economic, social or political issues ([42], [46]). Synthesizing all these, the
1987 concept of ‘sustainability’ aimed for a development meeting current and
future needs at the same rate [8]. The concept has a spatial dimension and relies
on three traditional pillars (economic, social, environmental) and a newer cultural
one [51]. Adding the practical actions implied, sustainability can be defined as “use

of natural resources within the carrying capacity limits, conservation of
biodiversity, ecological restoration of degraded systems and environmental
protection measures integrated in sectoral development strategies aimed at
internalizing environmental costs by assessing the anthropogenic impact” [44].

The dynamic of development can be analyzed using the four types of capital
defined above – natural, created, human and social ([9], [16]). Historically, in the
classic economy the environment was perceived as an endless resource and the
created capital was grown at the expense of the natural one (ecological crisis). The
‘zero growth model’ determines the stagnation of the two, while ecological
economics can only decelerate the decrease of the two. Only sustainability, if
ecological restoration is included, results into their growth ([68][69]).
Last but not least, the energy-based approach offers an important perspective on
development, especially because the two concepts involved (primary eco-energy
and urbanization) are operational at different spatial scales [28], and tied to the
economic approach. Primary energy is the initial energy of a system before the
conscious intervention of man against its structure [26]. During the anthropization
(and, later, urbanization), the concentration of population and economic activities
results into different consumption rates of resources or primary eco-energies [26],
which can be measured using the level of degradation. The level of anthropization
is inversely proportional to primary eco-energies and responsible for the increased
geo-complexity. Professor A. Vădineanu shows that anthropization simplifies and
fragments natural systems, reducing their biodiversity ([63], pp. 133-134). Socioeconomic systems tend to couple to the natural ones through all functions: energy
is taken directly (humans are top consumers), or through anthropization; energy
and resources are absorbed developing technologies ([56], pp. 9-10), dissipating
natural energy and introducing it in amounts exceeding the contribution of primary
producers ([42]); the increased complexity of absorption channels reflects the
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structuring character of human activities against the geographic space ([56], p. 9);
the alteration of biogeochemical cycles and loss of biodiversity decrease the
stability of man-dominated systems, which become dependent on human actions
([48], [52]). At the same time, urbanization determines the emergence of new
structures, specific to socio-economic systems [55], increasing the complexity of
territorial systems ([26], p. 54), and geo-diversity. If natural resources are
managed respecting the environment [27], based on a holistic model [66],
biodiversity is increased by work [64], and finally geo-diversity increases [52].
Therefore, urbanization increases geo-diversity, but decreases biodiversity; the
phenomenon is illustrated by the dynamic of the two types of capital – the
declining natural one reflects biodiversity, and the increasing created capital of
socio-economic systems corresponds to geo-diversity [52].

3. CONSERVATION, DEVELOPMENT, ECOLOGICAL BALANCE,
CARRYING CAPACITY
The stability of ecological systems can be interpreted based on the following
measures: resilience – speed of return to equilibrium after the action of a stressor;
persistence – steadiness to the pressure of stressors, measured by the duration of
equilibrium; resistance – range of fluctuations under the action of stressors; and
variability – frequency of changes under the action of stressors [63]. The
interpretation of stability depends on understanding equilibrium as a dynamic one,
with numerous equilibrium basins and attractors. While mechanical systems have a
predictable dynamic, characterized by static equilibrium, presuming an unique
state to which the system returns after the action of stressors, natural systems are
in dynamic equilibrium, a succession of disequilibrium and relative equilibrium
states, and differentiated dynamics ([26], p. 38). In this case, the stability domain
is described by the carrying capacity ([63], pp. 94-100; [6], pp. 18-19). The
dynamic is oriented by adaptive cycles, determined by the relation with integrated
and integrated systems and other systems of the same rank ([23], [25], [65]).
Based on the energy consumption, ecological systems have an anti-entropic
behavior. More exactly, they increase the inner complexity (diversity) and the
system becomes more stable, meaning a certain periodicity of fluctuations in its
variables [40]. Initially ecologists assumed a linear model, but later on it was found
out that there is an optimum diversity corresponding to maximum stability when
species are associated through stable relationships [59], and the diversity deficit or
excess destabilizes the system, repositioning it on a new evolution trajectory [40].
Conservation is defined as “maintenance or restoration of natural habitats and wild
populations to a favorable state” [21], related to the long-term maintenance of
self-regulation ability or carrying capacity – “ability to provide, under equilibrium
conditions, resources for a well defined human population, absorbing its positive
impact and eliminating the negative ones” [70]. There is a difference between the
strict preservation in the ‘zero growth’ model, assuming the utopian maintenance
in an intact state, and the sustainability interpretation, where human activities can
continue as long as they do not affect the carrying capacity [47].

4. INTERNALIZING EXTERNALITIES – THE PRACTICE
One of the components of sustainability is the impact assessment, aimed at finding
the adverse outcomes of activities, projects or actions [40]. The procedure applies
the ‘polluter pays’ low principle, as the costs implied by alleviating effects are
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internalized to those who generated them instead of becoming externalities
supported by others. Based on the law system, internalization is punitive (fines) or
cooperative, accounting also for increasing ecological awareness (permits,
negotiable quotas, stimulating incentives); the last type of solutions encourage the
change of projects including solutions for diminishing their environmental impact.

4.1. Money approach – finding the market value of the environment

The market value of environmental goods and services cannot be determined
directly and is often underestimated, as they are not always known, their market
value is not known, or there is no market [40]. However, it can be estimated based
on few methods ([5], [22], [70]): (1) substitution, based on (a) protection costs –
prevention is preferred until costs equal the availability to pay for reducing health
risks; (b) hedonist prices – regression used to analyze prices based on visible
attributes; (c) travel cost – better environmental quality attracts tourists; the value
is determined in money and time; (2) hypothetic markets – questionnaires asking
people how much would pay to avoid costs or obtain benefits; (3) indirectly, using
correlations to look at the dose-response or dose-effect relationships.

4.2. Ecological (carbon) footprint

R. Ambroise (French Ministry of Agriculture) discusses the effect of sectorality –
each need is now satisfied by different land parcels; soon their summed area will
exceed the Earth surface [42]. In this regard, the ecological footprint is used to
look at the anthropogenic impact [43]; it measures the pressure against natural
systems by estimating the terrestrial or sea area capable of biological productivity
which needs to be regenerated due to the resource consumption and generation of
waste by the human population, provided the current technological and knowledge
development [12]. In simpler words, it measures the natural area needed to
support a human population with the same lifestyle [3] in three ways: vegetated
area able to absorb the CO2 resulted from burning fossil fuels, not absorbed by the
ocean; cultured area able to produce an amount of ethanol equivalent to the fuels;
vegetated area needed in the geological past to generate the fossil fuels [12].

4.3. Ecosystem services
Although brought to the agenda relatively recently by the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment, the concept of ecosystem services is not new. In the economic
approach, the natural capital is the infrastructure generating goods and services
for the human society. The concept of ecosystem services includes goods as a
service (provision of goods). It is very possible that this approach is the result of
conservationist lobby, alarmed by the fact that ecological restoration and
conservation focused on goods, which were easier to quantify, more familiar to
economists, and, unlike services, had also a market. Ecosystem services are
benefits obtained by the human society from ecosystems [74] or capacity of robust
ecosystems to provide, directly or indirectly, services essential to the healthy
functioning of human society [73]. They are classified as provision (food, water);
(2) regulation (floods, hazards); cultural (spiritual, recreation); and support
(nutrient cycling) ([71], [74]). This perspective is also functional, as a normally
working system has biological productivity, yielding goods and services to the
human society [27]. The normal operation and level of services depend on
biodiversity [36]. These services have economic, social, cultural, insurance [19],
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biophysical, health and justice value [20], can reduce overall pollution and mitigate
climate changes [30], allowing for reconciling cities and people with nature [20].

4.4. Ecological infrastructure

Urban ecology had, across its evolution, three directions of research: ecology in
cities (particularities of the urban system), ecology of cities (study of socioecological complex), and sustainability of cities [72]. From the ecology standpoint,
cities are incomplete and immature systems; their diversity is reduced to species
tolerated and controlled by humans – hemerophile or synanthrope, ubiquitous or
opportunistic, and random ([37], [37], [42], [45], [49]). Humans favor alien (often
invasive) species and domestic ones; most of them are found in the green spaces.
In general, there are four types of city nature: remains of natural systems (forests
reduced to parks); expansion of natural systems (agricultural, forests); landscaped
areas (parks, green spaces); spontaneous, invasive or ruderal species ([7], [54]).
The green or ecological infrastructure is a strategically planned network consisting
of quality natural and semi-natural areas and other environmental components,
designed and managed to provide ecosystem services and conserve urban and
rural biodiversity [17], or network of open spaces, forested areas, wild habitats,
parks and other natural areas cleaning air and water, providing natural resources
and enhancing urban life quality [32]. It consists of ecological corridors (trees,
green spaces, water courses, bicycle or pedestrian tracks, urban areas
(boulevards, squares, green roofs and facades), industrial parks, suburban areas
(relaxation, social interaction, events, agriculture), (5) sustainable draining systems
(pools, grass-covered canals, wetlands) and coastal areas ([2], [4], [18], [60]).
Ecological corridors connect different habitats penetrating the urban tissue [1].
The concept of green infrastructure is operational and useful for planners and daily
practice [34]; studies carried out in Romania found out that the green
infrastructure corresponds to the types of city nature [50]. Moreover, the green
infrastructure provides ecological services ([32], [39], [58]) such as flood control
or water supply [32], reduces the effects of climate changes ([18], [34]),
conserves biodiversity [60] and ensures the normal functioning of ecosystems
([10], [60]) and human health [10].

5. CONCLUSIONS
The correlated dynamics of theoretical and practical foundations shows that the
premises of sustainability cannot be ensured unless the environment is seen as a
hierarchy of coupled socio-ecological complexes. The dissociation of humans is
incompatible with a long term development balancing economic, social, cultural
and environmental needs. From this perspective, human actions must not affect
the carrying capacity of the ecological foundation represented of the natural
systems supporting life. In order to reach this goal, impact assessment must not
be a set of sectoral analyses of “environmental factors”, but an integrated
assessment of the ecological infrastructure, looking at its structural integrity and
evaluating correctly and completely the ecosystem services provided by it.
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